


What is HumaTein™?

HumaTein™ is a primary human cell-derived whole extracellular matrix(ECM). It is an ideal coating material, 
comprised of more than 300 proteins and associated cytokines. 

How is HumaTein™ made?

HumaTein™ is isolated from human cell grown in specific native stiffness matching micro-environment grown 
in human cells without harsh chemical processing. HumaTein™ composition is optimized for a target cell type 
growth and proliferation in native-like environment. 

HumaTein™ Essential
50㎎ | 100㎎

HumaTein™ MSC 
30㎎ | 60㎎

HumaTein™ Lines

HumaTein™ Premium Lines (Vascular, Cancer Cell, Cornea, and etc.)
 Extract your own ECM from your cells. [Contact Us]

HumaTein™ Dermal Papilla
30㎎ | 60㎎

GF type Average GF  Concentration

EGF 0.014ng/㎖

bFGF 0.164ng/㎖

NGF 0.188ng/㎖

PDGFA 2.291pg/㎖

PDGFB 3.595pg/㎖

PDGFC 0.622pg/㎖

PDGFD 1.844pg/㎖

IGF-1 4.431ng/㎖

TGF-ß 0.166ng/㎖

VEGFA 0.167ng/㎖

VEGFB 0.114ng/㎖

VEGFC 0.249ng/㎖

VEGFD 0.602ng/㎖

Growth Factor Types

 

HumaTein™ Lines Catalog #
HumaTein™ Essential Matrix 50㎎ HT-MD-001-A
HumaTein™ Essential Matrix 100㎎ HT-MD-001-B

HumaTein™ MSC Matrix 30㎎ HT-MD-12
HumaTein™ MSC Matrix 60㎎ HT-MD-13

HumaTein™ Dermal Papilla Matrix 30㎎ HT-MD-14
HumaTein™ Dermal Papilla Matrix 60㎎ HT-MD-15

*All HumaTein™ Lines are provided in Powder



Applications

Cancer 
Research 

HumaTein™ is a next-generation cell culture material for diverse research applications.

Drug 
Discovery

Tissue Engineering 
& Regenerative Medicine

Stem Cell 
Research

Skin 
Research Organoid

Wound
Healing

Characteristic gene expression of iPS cell culture on 
HumaTein™-coated surface without feeder layer

PCR result suggests Oct-4 and Sox-2 expressions 
are equivalent to those of the control

Enthothelial Cell Migration Assay:
 HUVEC Migration Assay
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iPSC Culture

Cell Migration & Proliferation Assay
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Scratch-Migration Assay

Effect of ECM material on vascular endothelial cell (HUVEC) migration

* HumaTein™ vs. Matrigel coating
* HUVEC showed faster migration on HumaTein™ coating
* Shows potential of HumaTein™ for blood contacting material coating: re-endothelialization

*Coating (HumaTein™ vs. Matrigel) over 5㎜ width line scratch 
(wound) on a confluent dermal fibroblast to investigate the 
effect of ECM on wound healing
*HumaTein™ coating promoted further migration than Matrigel.

*Coating (HumaTein™ vs. Matrigel) over dermal proliferation 
*High Ki-67 expression in cells grown on HumaTein™ coating.

*Test in various concentrations of HumaTein™ is 
needed to find out optimal concentration range



Organoid cultured with HumaTein™ MSC showed actual 
presence of saliva and functional maturity.
▶In conventional Matrigel derived organoid, the signature 
of MIST1 was lost after 2 days.
▶MIST1 was maintained over 4 weeks in salivary gland 
organoid grown with HumaTein™ MSC.

One of the major problem of Salivary gland organoid was 
low efficiency of maturation – regional cell heterogeneity 
was not clearly shown.
▶Salivary gland organoid grown with HumaTein™ MSC 
showed clear regional heterogeneity.

Purpose: 
The purpose of this study was to culture human salivary organoid using 
salivary gland stem cell (SGSC)-derived extracellular matrix (ECM) 
instead of the basement membrane derived ECM (Matrigel) to obtain 
transplantable organoids from human resources. 
Methods: 
Decellularized ECM was prepared from primary human SGSCs of parot-
id gland. Human salivary cells (sublingual or parotid, hSGL or hPG) were 
then embedded into Matrigel dorm. For human adipose bone marrow 
mesenchymal stem cell (BM MSC) derived ECM, human SGSC derived 
ECM, and Matrigel (control), suspension culture method was adopted. 
The number, size, and growth of organoids were measured and 
compared among three groups. The cell types in generated organoids 
were identified by immunofluorescent staining. The secretory salivary 
function was determined by measuring amylase activity.
Results: 
Salivary gland organoids were generated in all the ECM cultures and 
growth rate of organoids was similar in three conditions. However, the 
expression location of ductal cell markers, K5 and K7 at the basal and 
luminal position, respectively was not identical. Although AQP5, a 
pro-acinar marker, was identified in three ECM cultures, myoepithelial 
marker was only present in the SGSC-derived ECM culture group with 
bi-layer surrounding acini. hPG derived organoid showed that the 
activity of Amy1 per unit cell was significantly higher in MSC-derived 
ECM than those of SGSC-derived ECM or Matrigel. Interestingly, hPG 
organoid cannot well-established in SGSC derived ECM. 

HumaTein™ MSC supplemented PG organoid showed higher degree of maturation 

Human PG organoid cultured by just using human BM MSC derived ECM showed higher Mucin 7 (Muc7) mucous acinar marker and 
Amylase 1A (AMY1A) serous saliva acinar marker expression respectively compared to Matrigel supplemented organoid.

*This research results were presented at the 2020 ISSCR

Organoids | Xeno-free Human Salivary Gland Organoid by using Human BM MSC ECM

Regeneration Custom ECMNative whole ECM

in vivo-like 
environment

Organ-specific Stiffness
-controlled

Human Sublingual Gland(SLG) Organoid Maturation Comparison

Human Parotid Gland(PG) Organoid Maturation Comparison

Conclusion: 
Salivary gland organoid using SGSC derived ECM successfully generated salivary gland organoids to recapitulate the specific 
characteristics of human salivary glands. We propose that salivary gland organoid culture in SGSC derived ECM may offer oppor-
tunities to broaden insights on tissue-mimicking salivary gland organoids.
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General Coating Protocol

01. 02.

03. 04.

PREPARATION : 1) Syringe 2) Needle(21-23G) 3) Media 4) 15 ㎖ or 50 ㎖ tube

You can use your media choice to dilute HumaTein™ for your cell type. In case of powder form, 

use sterile syringe & needle (around 21-23G) to deliver media to the glass bottle and gently 

vortex the bottle if necessary to make stock solution.

HumaTein™ Essential (50㎎) and HumaTein™ MSC (30㎎) were dissolved in PBS w/Ca2+, Mg2+ to make 10
㎎/㎖ stock solution respectively. Stock solution aliquot was further diluted to make 1㎎/㎖, 100㎍/㎖, and 
10㎍/㎖ working solutions. 12 well TC dish were treated (~500㎕/well) with each condition accordingly, 
incubated for 2 hours at 37℃ and wasehd with DPBS twice before cell seeeding.

Materials & Methods

1㎎/㎖ 100㎍/㎖ 10㎍/㎖

 HumaTein™
Essential

 HumaTein™
MSC
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